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Our Fourth Newsletter 

For a while now, we have been living with a pandemic. With higher vaccination rates, the gradual 
opening up of the economy, and Covid-19 to be declared endemic, we will likely be living through even 
more changes… fingers crossed that some would be for the better after a ‘long winter’! 

In sharing our fourth edition of Dangdut Times: April to August 2021 with you through MMTA members’ 
participations, efforts, and celebrations, we invite not just MMTA members, but our wider music therapy 
community to further engage with us and reach out to us - whether you know of, are familiar with, or 
would like to know more about music therapy. 

As conditions continue to evolve, we hope that you (all) keep safe and well.   
 

Joanne, Heng Wei, Sheen 
 

MMTA ACTIVITIES 

In MMTA’s efforts to engage with the Allied Health Department, Ministry of Health Malaysia in 
advocating for recognition of Music Therapy in Malaysia, the following took place: 

4 May 2021 - MMTA representatives: Cheryl Mow, Kuek Ser Sheen Tse, Lim Kar Gee, Low Ming Yuan, 
and Preet Kalsi, attended a meeting with department members of the Allied Health Department, 
Ministry of Health Malaysia to present MMTA’s application to be included on the second list of Section 
12 of the Allied Health Professionals Act Malaysia (Act 774). 

17 August 2021 - MMTA Secretary, Kuek Ser Sheen Tse was invited to participate in a focus group 
discussion with the topic, ‘Developing criteria for a profession to be considered as a profession of Allied 
Health in Malaysia’. 

 

ANNOUNCEMENTS, NEWS & MEMBERS’ UPDATES 

Introducing Malaysia’s First Music Therapy Podcast: Life Tune Talks by Life Tunes 
Music Therapy! 

“Finally launched a music therapy podcast where I get to interview local music therapists on their 
journey, experiences and creating a space for their stories to be heard. It has been such an honorable 
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and inspiring journey producing this podcast, hoping that through this 
platform, we are able to raise awareness and educate more people about 
our field of Music Therapy!”, said Ivy Tan, the ever innovative music 
therapist behind Life Tunes Music Therapy.  
 
Check out Life Tune Talks here:  
Podcast Spreaker Link: https://www.spreaker.com/show/life-tune-talks 
iTunes: https://podcasts.apple.com/.../life-tune-talks/id1577339760 
Spotify: https://open.spotify.com/show/2JivCSfp1Zre8Z5fyVCDB4 

 

There is MUCH to Congratulate Low Ming Yuan on... 

Besides successfully defending his PhD dissertation, thus finally 
acquiring the hard-earned (where we are faithful witnesses and 
supporters) title of Dr. Low Ming Yuan, Ming Yuan has relocated from 
Philadelphia to Boston as he joins Berklee College of Music as an 
Assistant Professor in Music Therapy beginning Fall of 2021.  

 

PAST EVENTS FEATURING MMTA MEMBERS  

With the normalization of online engagements and more events and activities being shifted onto  online 
spaces, our members have definitely been keeping abreast as they continue to adapt - keeping the 
buzz going through webinars, talks and workshops. 

12 June 2021 
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Using the Clubhouse platform, a forum-format event was held with parents 
and educators from the Talento Academy network. In this forum, Heng 
Wei  shared on how to bond meaningfully with one’s children, and to 
create meaningful memories with and through music. She also shared with 
participants about the effect on brain development of a child when music 
is involved in their early childhood developmental stages.  

“I personally enjoyed very much challenging myself to deliver my message 
and content in Mandarin - it was also something a little more light hearted compared to my usual work 
as well!” 

Moh Heng Wei, MT-BC, NICU-MT
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21 June 2021 

3rd Penang Palliative Care Seminar: Perinatal 
Palliative Care titled Making the most of precious 
times by Pediatric Dept of Hospital Seberang Jaya 

 

In her segment, Sandra 
spoke about how Music 
Therapy can be 
implemented in NICU of 
hospitals and how music can 
provide support during 
perinatal palliative care 
sessions, focusing on 
memory work including 
heartbeat recordings.  

 

 

 

17 July 2021 

Sarawak Paediatric Palliative Care Symposium 2021: 
Beyond the Ventilators and Inotropes; Crouse-ing 
Paths: Music therapy in PICU by Sarawak General 

Hospital  

In this event, Sandra shared 
what music therapy has got to 
offer to paediatric palliative 
care, especially in improving 
quality of life and anticipatory 
grief, the presentation also 
addressed compassion 
fatigue, burnout, secondary 
trauma and vicarious trauma, 
as well as how to prevent 
these in caregivers as well as 

medical professionals who work with this population.

 

“I realised that a lot of medical professionals especially doctors are shifting to a more holistic approach 
and are very open to having music therapy in their hospitals but the only thing that is hindering that 
from happening is the upper management teams/gov as we are not recognized as allied health yet, even 
when there is funding available.”

Sandra Cheah, MT-BC, NMT, NICU-MT, MTACB Trainee Counsellor 

 
17 July 2021 
Music Therapy @ TEDxTaylorsUniversity 

An online event that required an original speech 
to be submitted, verified by the TEDx team and 
delivered within 15 minutes on the day itself, Preet 
introduced Music Therapy and her work as a music 
therapist to audiences. 

“I enjoyed the experience and was proud to have been invited to present Music Therapy for such an 
esteemed platform as TEDx.”  

Preet Kalsi, FAMI, HCPC UK 


